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About Adwants: Introduction

Global Client Portfolio

Proven systems and processes

Flexible engagement models

End-to-end solutions provider

25+
Years of collective
experience

10+
Years of 
operation

50+
Brands and businesses 
transformed
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● An agency with a global mindset
and Indian operations

● Deep understanding of consumer 
behaviour, strategy and communication 
principles

● Best of brand marketing and digital 
strategy for optimised results

About Adwants:



Truly Integrated: 360° Digital Agency

Branding Digital

Brand strategy

Brand planning

Creative conceptualisation

Creative communication

Design and identity

Brand campaigns

Marketing collaterals

Animation 

Video production

Digital media buying

Campaign management

Website design + development

Web Analytics

SEO & SEM

Content Marketing

Social Strategy

Influencer marketing

Content writing

Think Digital  |  Think Branding  |  Think Strategy  |  Think Integration 4



Integrated team 
across verticals

Team Adwants

Account 
Management

Creative
& Video Prdn

Social Media 
Management

Strategy
& Planning

Web
& Tech

Search
& SEO
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We strive to provide
human-centric brand experiences

Our approach
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Our key clientele
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Our key clientele
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Awards & Recognitions

Featured for creative idea, 
design and execution

Winner- Best use of Viral marketing Featured for creative idea, 
design and execution
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For creative idea, design
and execution

For creative idea, design
and execution

Awards & Recognitions
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For creative idea, design
and execution

For creative idea, design
and execution

Awards & Recognitions
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Awards & Recognitions

Featured for creative idea, 
design and execution

Top OTT digital release 
partner in India

Empanelled member of DMI, 
Ireland
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Featured work
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Featured on

Nippon Paint - Brand Campaign





18Featured on



Waft - Branding and packaging

Featured on



Air Arabia Campaign



Air Arabia Campaign
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Narasu’s 
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Featured on



PrinceJewellery
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Featured on
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Gild 
Spends 
Account

Click to play

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Anx9fDa6sruJ-1z-u2yC3QPcPCusA5gz/preview


Gild 
Spends 
Account

Click to play

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1aw5Xo4VRvr4vbD-PRCHl-h86QNhIIwCg/preview


Gild 
Spends 
Account

Click to play

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Mns8Ku_N__mF_yXnJ0BudyHBt3uZWLr4/preview


Wizi app

Click to play

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1htuGnNpkEn3SqPc8tCNav2DhNJnAw2ls/preview
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India Cements
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Reimagining the store, 
purchase and brand 
experience for Sankar Cement
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Kodaikanal International School
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Kodaikanal Int’l School - Photoshoot
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Kodaikanal Int’l School - Photoshoot



Kodaikanal Int’l School - Campus Film

Click to play

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgGq5WDVq30


Eldia Pure Coconut Oil (Kaleesuwari Refinery)
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Visual Identity for a Roman-themed 
home, inspired by the pillars of Rome.

VRX - Fete Branding
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VRX - TVC

Click to play

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftaDMDY-XZ4
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VRX - Experience Film

Click to play

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUW_BilZnMI
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JKR Resort & Spa (Hyatt Place Rameshwaram)
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Krea University
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Medall
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Medall
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Hablis Hotel - Social Media
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Featured on

Hablis Hotel - Topical
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Hablis Hotel - Photoshoot



Tamilnadu Travel Mart - Teaser Animation

Click to play

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__8AnO8loCE


Web Projects



Hatsun Agro Product

62
https://www.hap.in/

Reflecting the extravagant elegance 
of an organisation that flaunts a 
50-year heritage, the site is an 
epitome of sophistication and class. 
This avant garde site is incredibly 
dynamic and offers an effortless user 
experience. You can peruse through 
anything you need at a single glance.



Footprint Holidays

63
https://footprintindia.co.in/

This dynamic and ultra responsive 
travel website hosts numerous 
experiences and getaways in India 
that a user can choose as their next 
travel destination. With user 
experience being the key, this website 
is coherent and convenient for any 
traveller to browse, explore and book 
tours at ease. 



Oyalo

64
https://oyalo.in/

India’s largest pure veg pizza chain 
also  flaunts many other firsts. 
Architectured to offer you a unique 
experience, this minimal site has a 
distinctive horizontal scroll makes 
your experience simply refreshing. 
There’s so much to love about this 
eccentric site. 



https://jkr-resorts.com

JKR Resort & Spa (Hyatt Place Rameshwaram)
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The soothing colour palette of this 
refined website allows the 
picturesque location and luxurious 
property to breathe and stand out. 
Crafted for a seamless user 
experience, the austere elegance of 
the site offers you everything you 
need at a glance.



GRT Hotels & Resorts
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https://grthotels.com

Being the first ever South Indian hotel 
site to be powered by AMP, the GRT 
Hotels and Resorts website is 
dynamic, responsive and beaming 
with energy. Aligned with the ethos of 
the brand, every time you visit the site 
we're delivering on the promise of 
more.



KREA
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https://krea.edu.in/

Hosting a plethora of intellectual 
insights from pioneers across 
industries, the site is vibrantly 
designed with wealth of information. 
The zany colour palette adds a pop of 
vibrance to the interface reviving its 
youthful spirit. 



Capstone Clinic

68
https://www.thecapstoneclinic.com/

A dynamic and responsive website 
with user centric design that has 
abundant information detailing the 
various specialties the clinic flaunts. 
The site offers a holistic view of the 
services they provide with 
instantaneous access to healthcare.



E-commerce & web marketing projects



Prince Jewellery
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Oyalo Pizza
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Kodai International School
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Kaleesuwari 
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Krea University
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Social Media Management
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Case Studies



Our campaign was set to break ideals and false 
promises of beauty and spelled out the 
importance of self care, and the induction of 
our new brand ambassador amplified that 
message. 

As an impact of our unique SMO strategy and 
digital PR, we saw 5.5 million impressions. 

Click the image to view the case study. 
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Eldia Pure Coconut Oil

https://adwants.in/adwants-file/Adwants-Eldia-Pure-Coconut-Oil-Case-Study.pdf
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Hatsun Paneer

Featured for creative idea, 
design and execution

Our objective with this campaign was aimed to 
increase brand recall, increase visibility and 
claim ownership of paneer in the digital space. 

Over the course of 10 days across fours states, 
Hatsun Paneer made 9.9 Million impressions. 

Click the image to view the case study. 

https://adwants.in/adwants-file/Adwants-Hatsun-Paneer-Case-Study.pdf


With the structured vision to filter out fake news, 
we created @capstonesays on Instagram as an 
initiative to build an interactive and informative 
space to offer you verified and authentic 
information on COVID-19. 

Authentic information from a reliable and 
trustworthy source helped create phenomenal 
content and paved the way for tremendous reach.

Click the image to view the case study. 
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Capstone Clinic

Featured for creative idea, 
design and execution

https://adwants.in/adwants-file/Case-Study-Capstone.pdf
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Reach out for building 
human-centric brand experiences


